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We report a cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum measured with the BESS balloon experiment performed in 2002,
which was in an intermediate period between the solar maximum in 2000 and the coming solar minimum. The
observed antiproton spectrum and the antiproton to proton ratio are crucial for further development of the drift
model of the solar modulation effect which has been generally supported by the previous measurements.
1. Introduction
The energy spectrum of cosmic-ray antiprotons has been successively measured at Lynn Lake, Canada by
BESS experiments since 1993 [1, 2, 3]. It revealed that the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum has a distinct peak
around 2 GeV, indicating a characteristic feature of secondary antiprotons produced by cosmic-ray interactions
with interstellar gas. However, we still have some possibilities of exotic primary origins [4]. As well as
measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum with much higher accuracy, the detailed understanding
of the secondary antiproton spectrum including the solar modulation effect is important to discuss about the
existence of the primary origins. During the positive polarity phase of the solar activity until 1999 the measured
antiproton to proton (p¯/p) ratio [2] showed no distinctive variation. After the reversal at the solar magnetic
field in 2000, a sudden increase of the p¯/p ratio [3] was clearly observed. Our measurements, as well as other
measurements [5], generally support the recent calculations [6, 7] incorporating the steady-state drift model and
charge-dependent effects of the solar modulation. Protons and antiprotons have sharply different interstellar
spectra and the drift directions are opposite due to the opposite charge sign. The combination of these effects
implies that the p¯/p ratio should display a more interesting evolution [6] during 2000-2010 than it did during
the 1990’s. We report here a new measurement of cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum performed in 2002, which
was an intermediate period between the last solar maximum and the next solar minimum.
2. Spectrometer
The BESS spectrometer [8] has been upgraded several times [9] since the first flight in 1993. In 2002, a new
tracking system was developed to achieve better momentum resolution and the spectrometer was upgraded as
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the BESS-TeV spectrometer [10]. As shown in Figure 1, the spectrometer has a unique feature of a cylindrical
configuration realized by a thin superconducting solenoid. In the central region, the solenoid with a diameter
of 1 m provides a uniform magnetic field of 1 T. A magnetic-rigidity (  c  e) of the incoming particle
is determined from a deflection ( ﬁﬀ ) of the trajectory measured by a tracking system consisting a central
jet-type drift chamber (JET), two inner drift chambers (IDCs) and two outer drift chambers (ODCs). Inside
the JET and IDCs the deflection was obtained by a circular fitting using up to 52 hit points measured with a
spacial resolution less than 150 ﬂ m. The maximum detectable rigidity (MDR) of 300 GV was achieved. In the
analysis of antiproton spectrum hit points inside ODCs were not used. The rigidity resolution was less than
2 % at 5 GV without ODCs and the spillover of protons can be totally rejected. Time-of-flight (TOF) counters
provide the velocity ( ﬃ ) and energy loss (d  /d  ) measurements. The albedo protons can be totally rejected
with the ﬃ!ﬁﬀ resolution of 1.4 %. The spectrometer also incorporates a threshold-type Cherenkov counter with
a silica-aerogel radiator which can identify antiprotons from electron and muon backgrounds up to a kinetic
energy of 4 GeV. The data acquisition sequence is initiated by a first-level TOF trigger which is a simple
coincidence of signals from the top and bottom TOF counters. The second-level trigger is then generated by
using the hit patterns of the TOF counters and IDCs and selects negative-charged particles predominantly. In












Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the BESS spectrometer.
Rigidity (GV)
















Figure 2. The mass identication plot of antiproton events.
The dashed curves dene the antiproton bands.
3. Observation and Analysis
The observation was carried out on 7th August 2002 in northern Canada, Lynn Lake to Ft. McMurray where the
geomagnetic cutoff rigidity was 0.5 GV or smaller. The total live time of the data-taking was 38,215 seconds
(10.6 hours) during the floating period at an altitude of 37 km (residual atmosphere of 4.8 g/cm " ). Among them
90 % of data with the stable enviromental condition were used to obtain the antiproton spectrum. The off-line
analysis was made in the same way as our previous measurements [2, 3]. We selected events with a single track
fully contained in the fiducial region of the tracking volume. The d  /d  measurements of top and bottom TOF
counters and JET are loosely required as a function of rigidity to be consistent with antiprotons. These simple
and highly-efficient selections are sufficient for a very clean detection of antiprotons in the low velocity ( ﬃ
#%$

$'&($ ) region. At higher velocities, where electrons and muons begin to contaminate the antiproton band,
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we required the Cherenkov veto, which rejected electron and muon backgrounds by a factor of 1500 while
keeping 95 % efficiency for antiprotons below the threshold rigidity of 4.7 GV. Figure 2 shows the ﬃ)ﬁﬀ versus
rigidity (  ) plot for surviving events. 166 antiproton candidates were clearly identified. The antiproton bands
are slightly contaminated by backgrounds due to the inefficiency of the Cherenkov counter. We estimated the
fraction of such backgrounds to be 0 %, 0.6 % and 0.5 % at 0.3, 2 and 4 GeV, respectively. Other backgrounds
such as albedo and spillover of protons were found to be negligible. The survival probabilities for antiprotons to
traverse residual air and the instrument without interactions were estimated by a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
to be 62 %, 71 % and 71 % at 0.3, 2 and 4 GeV, respectively. The MC code was tuned and verified by comparing
the simulation with an accelerator beam test of the spectrometer [11], and the systematic uncertainty of the
survival probabilities were reduced down to 5 %. The backgrounds from atmospheric secondary antiprotons
were estimated by calculations in the same way as [3]. The estimated backgrounds amounted to 27 * 9 %,
26 * 2 % and 24 * 8 % at 0.3, 2 and 4 GeV, respectively, where the errors correspond to the maximum difference
among the results of calculations based on different models.
4. Results and Conclusion
Table 1 gives the resultant antiproton flux and p¯/p ratio at the top of the atmosphere, and Figure 3 shows the
antiproton flux and p¯/p ratio together with the previous measurements [3] around the solar field reversal. The
error bars represent quadratic sums of the statistical and systematic errors, and curves represent calculations
of a steady-state drift model [6, 7] in which the modulation is characterized by a tilt angle of the heliospheric
current sheet and the Sun’s magnetic polarity. Periods at 70 +-,/.10 , 70 +',3240 and 40 +',3240 roughly correspond to
the years of 1999, 2000 and 2002, respectively [12]. For the antiproton spectrum, the results of the calculations
do not fully reproduce the overall features of the spectrum modulation. For the p¯/p ratio, however, the results
of the calculation is consistent with the data within the errors. The p¯/p ratio cancels the solar modulation effect
common to charged particles, and emphasizes the effect of charge-sign dependence. The observed data are the
crucial for further development of the model with more realistic parameters and the time dependence.
The accurate calculation of the secondary antiproton spectrum including the solar modulation effect is in-
evitably important. It can estimate a “background” in searching for antiprotons from exotic primary origins [4]
by new measurements with much higher statistics, such as BESS-Polar [13] long duration balloon (LDB) flight
over Antarctica, and forthcoming space-based experiments such as PAMELA and AMS.
Table 1. Antiproton ux and flp/p ratio at the top of atmosphere with the statistical (rst) and systematic (second) errors.
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Figure 3. Antiproton ux (left) and flp/p ratio (right) at the top of atmosphere together with the previous measurements [3]
in 1999 and 2000. The curves represent calculations of a steady-state drift model [6, 7] at each tilt angle of the heliospheric
current sheet and the Sun’s magnetic polarity. Periods at 70 VXWZY\[ , 70 VXW^]_[ and 40 V`W^]_[ roughly correspond to the years of
1999, 2000 and 2002.
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